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Meeting Engagement
Authorship
By Dean H. Judson and Carole L. Popoff (Commando719@hotmail.com). Additional material by Paul
Day. Additional material and development by Don Clarke (yangtze2000@yahoo.com). 5 March, 2008.

A. Using Mission Cards in Standard Scenarios
Shuffle the mission cards. Deal 2 cards face down to each player at the start of the scenario. Each player
examines their mission cards, keeping them hidden from their opponent. If for any reason an objective on a
card is strictly impossible to achieve, the player reveals the mission card, demonstrates that it cannot be
achieved, and draws a new card to replace it. Each mission card identifies how many medals its
achievement is worth.

Objective cards are revealed to the opponent as soon as the objective has been achieved, unless stated
otherwise. Victory medals from mission cards are added to a player’s score only after the game has ended,
i.e. when one player earns the usual number of victory medals for that scenario from units eliminated and
scenario objectives taken. The player with the most victory medals after adding mission card medals is the
winner. In the event of a tie, the player with the greater number of medals from objectives (both card and
scenario objectives) wins. If still tied, it’s a tie!

If a player achieves an objective and reveals it as complete the medals cannot be subsequently lost. E.g. if a
player achieves “Roll Up Left Flank” and later in the game the opponent moves units into the left flank, the
medals are not lost.

B. Meeting Engagement
The meeting engagement should ideally be played as match play. That is, two games switching sides for
the second game. The map, and the die rolls for each side at steps 3 and 4, remain into the second game.
Cards are dealt and forces are purchased anew. The winner is the player who scores the most victory
medals over two games.

Step 1: Laying Out Terrain
This could be done by shuffling a set of complete summer, winter, Pacific, and desert terrain layouts
printed onto cards and drawing one. In the absence of terrain layout cards the following methods may be
used:

Decide in a friendly way who will be Axis and who will be Allies. Then both players roll two six-sided
dice, re-rolling ties. The high roller is termed the ‘mapmaker’. Use one of the methods outlined below to
lay out terrain.

Method A
Decide whether to use the summer, winter, or desert board. Decide too on a theatre: Western, Eastern,
Mediterranean, or Pacific. The mapmaker chooses or randomises an existing mapboard from those
published. After terrain is laid out the other player chooses which side will be his/her starting side.
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Method B
Decide whether to use the summer, winter, or desert board. Decide too on a theatre: Western, Eastern,
Mediterranean, or Pacific. Beginning with the mapmaker, both players place one town hex within 3 hexes
of their own base edge this ensures all objectives on the mission cards are achieveable. The mapmaker then
lays out terrain using the tiles rolled-up below in any way he/she wishes. After terrain is laid out the other
player chooses which side will be his/her starting side.

Roll one die. Terrain hexes available to the mapmaker are as follows:

Summer
Terrain Woods Hills Town Bocage Marsh Rvr/Brdg

Inf 11 11 2 5 3 10/2
Arm 9 3 2 0 3 8/1
Star 7 10 1 2 0 0
Flag 5 8 1 0 0 0

Grenade 3 6 1 0 0 0

Winter
Terrain Woods Hills Town Marsh Rvr/Brdg Ravine

Inf 11 11 2 3 10/2 0
Arm 9 3 2 3 8/1 0
Star 7 10 1 0 0 1
Flag 5 8 1 0 0 2

Grenade 3 6 1 0 0 3

Desert
Terrain Woods Hills Town Oasis Wadi

Inf 4 8 2 1 3
Arm 2 6 1 1 2
Star 1 4 1 0 1
Flag 0 2 0 0 0

Grenade 0 0 0 1 3

Step 2: Mission Cards and Victory Conditions
Shuffle the mission cards. Deal two face down to each player at the start of the scenario. Each player
examines their mission cards, keeping them hidden from their opponent. If for any reason an objective on a
card is strictly impossible to achieve, the player reveals the mission card, demonstrates that it cannot be
achieved, and draws a new card to replace it. Each mission card identifies how many medals its
achievement is worth.

If the side with fewest combat units has 10 units or less, 5 medals are required for victory. If 11 units or
more, 6 medals are required for victory. These medals must be acquired in the usual fashion, via
eliminating enemy units.

Objective cards are revealed to the opponent as soon as the objective has been achieved, unless stated
otherwise. Victory medals from mission cards are added to a player’s score only after the game has ended,
i.e. when one player earns the required number of victory medals from units eliminated and on-board
objective tokens taken. The player with the most victory medals after adding medals from completed
mission cards is the winner. In the event of a tie, the player with the greater number of medals from
objectives (both card and scenario objectives) wins. If still tied, it’s a tie!

If a player achieves a mission card objective and reveals it as complete, the medals cannot be subsequently
lost. E.g. if a player achieves “Roll up left flank” and later in the game the opponent moves units into the
left flank, the medals are not lost.
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Step 3: Points Available to Purchase Units
The players each roll a die: battlestar = 16 points available; flag = 12 points available; any other roll = 14
points available.

Step 4: Number of Command Cards Held
The players each roll a die: battlestar = 6 cards; flag = 4 cards; any other roll = 5 cards. If air rules are in
effect both players also take 1 Air Sortie card.

If you only have time for one game and are not playing match play, a side with only 4 cards and/or 12 unit
purchase points may begin the game with a 1 victory medal head start.

Step 5: Purchasing Units
Each player writes down on a scrap of paper which units they wish to purchase, limited by the number of
points they have available (see step 3) and the number of figures in the box. The points cost of units is as
follows:

• Infantry, Cavalry, Armor, Resistance/ Partisan, Sniper: 1 point
• Special Forces (Infantry, Paratroopers, or Armor), Artillery, Engineers, Flamethrower Tanks, Ski-

troops: 1.5 points
• Bunker, Field Bunker: 1 point
• Hedgehog, Wire, Sandbags, Dragon’s Teeth, Minefield: 0.5 points.
• Heroic Leader (maximum of 1): 1.5 points
• Big Guns, Self-propelled Artillery: 2 points

The purchases are kept secret until both players have finished, and are then revealed simultaneously.

Paratroopers:
These troops function in the same way as special forces infantry. However, they may be kept off-board and airdropped on any
turn instead of being deployed normally. Select a target hex that is neither impassible nor occupied by a unit. Roll a d3-1 (for
distance), & a d6 (for direction). On a 0 on the first roll the infantry unit lands successfully in the target hex. On a 1 or 2, it
scatters that many hexes in the d6 direction. If the landing hex is off-board, occupied, or impassable, the infantry unit is removed
from the game, but no medal is awarded to the opposition.

Step 6: Setting out units
The side that had the fewest unit purchase points is the defender. In the case of a tie, the side with fewest
command cards is the defender. If still tied both sides roll a 6-sided die and the lowest roll is the defender.

1) The defender lays out all of his/her units and defenses according to the deployment limits (see
below).

2) The attacker lays out all of his/her units and defenses according to the deployment limits.
3) The defender may now change the deployment of any 2 units (including defensive pieces),

again in accordance with deployment limits.
4) If at the end of set up a unit is placed illegally (e.g. a sandbag is placed in a hex without a unit,

or a unit is placed in a stream, or any other illegal condition), the unit or defensive piece is
removed before play begins and lost. Thus, for example, during setup, a sandbag could be in a
hex by itself, but it cannot legally end the setup in this condition. The opponent may not score a
victory medal for a unit lost in this way.
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Deployment Limits
Four units must be at the owner’s board edge, four units can be one hex away, and four units can be up to
three hexes from the owner’s board edge. These are maximums; the owner can choose to have units closer
to his/her board edge if desired.

For the purpose of these limits, bunkers, hedgehogs, wire, dragon’s teeth, minefields, and sandbags are not
considered units. These items can be placed on any legal location in the owner’s half of the board.

Step 7: Start the game
Shuffle the cards, deal the relevant number to each player, and begin play with player one taking the first
turn.


